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Montana Kaimin to Become 5-Column Daily
W ill Go to Virginia

Combined Choral Clubs
To F e a tu re Carol Hour
Men and Women Singers Will Give A Cappella Songs ;
Organ Music by Mrs. DeLoss Smith
Completes Christmas Theme
The combined choral clubs of the School of Music will pre
sent the second annual Christmas carol hour Sunday at 4
o’clock in the Student Union theater. The program will in
clude numbers by men’s and women’s glee clubs, a cappella
songs by both groups, and organ selections with Mrs. DeLoss
Smith at the console.
The program will begin with a
solo by Helen Faulkner, “Break
Forth 0 Beauteous Heavenly
Light,” from the Christmas ora
torio by Bach. The combined clubs
will then sing “Christmas Caril
lons,” an old Polish chime carol,
and “0 Holy Night” by Adolphe
Adams.
Audlenoe to Sing
The second part of the program
will consist of carols by the audi
ence, followed by three numbers
by the women’s glee club: “Lo,
How a Rose E’er Blooming” and
“While Shepherds Watched Their
Flocks by Night" by Michael Praetorius, and “Carol of the Russian
Children” from White Russia.
Mrs. Smith will play “Andante
Cantabila” from the 4th Symphony
by Widor, “Pastorale” by Stebins
and “Largo” by Handel. The com
bined dubs will then sing “Now
Let All the Heavens Above Thee”
by Bach, “Now Let Us All Re
joice," a 16th century German ca
rol, and “And the Glory of the
Lord" from “The Messiah” by
Handel,
More carols by the audience will
be followed by two numbers by
the men’s glee dub: “A Carol for
Every Man” and "To Shorten Win
ter’s Sadness" by, Peter Dykema.
Betty Hoskins will accompany the
group at the piano.
The program will dose with the
combined dubs singing “The Hal
lelujah Chorus” by Handd.

Club Service
Opens Office
Next Q uarter
All Organization Officers
Are Asked to Meet
With New Staff
Club service office will be
opened every afternoon next
quarter from 4 to 6 o’clock in
the Student Union building.
Club officers are asked to
meet the staff at this time to
discuss the use of the build
ing’s facilities, Grace Johnson,
agency supervisor, said yester
day.
The office is a part of the cam
pus club service project of the
sodology field work laboratory.
Field groups will offer advice
along lines of social leadership
from approved laboratory pro
cedure.
“The Student Union has facil
ities for clubs which are not be
ing used,” Miss Johnson said.
“Many organizations do not know
the building is at their disposal
to give card parties, club dinners,
banquets and private dances.”
Student Union and club service
will try to bring dubs doser to
gether as units, according to Pete
Murphy, Stevensville, leader from
the sodology field work class.
“We hope the dubs will take
advantage of the office and plan
with us better meetings and recre
ation programs,” Murphy said.
Murphy explained the service
was only of an advisory nature,
Authority will be assumed by club
officers.
Organizations which have taken
advantage of the service during
fall quarter are Mavericks, Three
Arts and various church groups.

Evans, Browman
To Give Papers
At Science Meet
Zoologists Will Present Results
Of Special Investigation
To Association

Central Board Okays Changes
Sanctioning Two-Quarter Trial
Restoration Transition to Be Permanent If Finances
Permit Continued Publication;
O f Salaries
Starts Next Quarter
Kaimin will operate for the next two quar
To Be Goal tersTheas Montana
a daily five-column newspaper, Central board decided

Dr. L. T. Evans and Dr. L. G.
Browman of the Zoology depart
ment will attend the annual meet
ing of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science
in Richmond, Virginia, from De
cember 27 to 30.
Dr. Evans will give a paper on
the after-effects of the pitutary S im m o n s Presents List
hormone on the gonads of the liz
For Montana Santa
ard, a field in which he has spent
At Convocation
much time in research and investi
gation.
President G e o r g e Finlay
Dr. Browman is to give a paper
fK 0F .U eveu.YA r Z S /n n /s
DQlUDYlQ Q.BROVM M
and an abstract. The paper will Simmons in today’s Christmas
Dr. L. T. Evans and Dr. Ludvig G. Browman will attend a scientific j be on the effect of the removal of convocation told students what
meeting in Richmond, Virginia, after Christmas.
the optic enucleation of the al- the university wants from
— —--------- —----------------------------------------------------------Jbino rat. Dr. Browman is con-

Publication dates after the. first
Vote Decides issue,
January 6, 1939, will be
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Santa Claus when he outlined
and Friday of each week. Num
Board of Recommendations C * r*”"1■lon,“ a four-point program he hopes Non-Payment ber of columns will be cut from
to five, and column length
o
l
o
•
T>
• .
«•
| Both faculty members expect to tb accomplish at the pending
Of Managers eight
will be reduced from 20 inches to
s e e k s S e n i o r R e g i s t r a t i o n ! return in time for classes winter session of the state legislature.
quarter.

Graduate Candidates Are Notified of Open Positions
For Which They Have Been Qualified;
Permanent Data Is on File

Workman Gets
H ead Injury

All seniors and graduate students should register with the
Board of Recommendations to secure job placement service, Woodie Malone, worker on the
according to their bulletin. Seniors who expect to teach|new Chemistry-Pharmacy buildwill register the first week in February while thpse seeking H was injured yesterday when a
5
.
. ,
/
, .
piece of form lumber fell from the
non-teaching positions will register at the beginmng of the top of the hoist tower and struck
quarter in which they graduate.
ihim on the head.

Basic ROTC
Appointments
A

The board notifies candidates
registered in its office of openings for which they are qualified
according to the information in its
files. It compiles confidential
papers containing recommendations and personal information
pertinent to the type of position
the student is seeking. These
papers are sent out upon the request of ^ candidate to prospec_
tive empioyers and to those whom
r y board believes arfi C r e s te d
-n the candidate.

Malone was walking under the
tower at the west end of the new
building when the lumber struck
him. He was knocked unconscious
and rushed to St. PatHck’s hospital.
The injury is not serious but Ma
lone will rest in the hospital to
night and should be ready to go
back to work soon, said W. C. Mil
ler, superintendent of construction
on the Chemistry-Pharmacy build
ing.

The program Includes the return
of faculty salary cuts, the return
of the cut in the maintenance ap Student Council Approves
propriation, a faculty increase, and
Athletic Board Action
repairs for old campus buildings.
On Scholarships
The accomplishment of these aims
is necessary to the university be
Action of Athletic board con
cause of the increase in enrollment
and the increased number of build cerning non-payment of varsity
managers was approved at Tues
ings on the campus, he said.
day’s Central board meeting. Other
A brass quartette selected by
matters receiving consideration
Clarence Bell began and ended the
were the appointment of a com
program with selections “Adeste
mittee to investigate possibilities
Fidelis” and “Silent Night.” The
of improving study lights in the li
quartette included two cornets,
brary and sanctioning the resolu
Jim Julius and John Billings; bari
tion to change the Kaimin to a
tone horn, Gerald Bell, and trom
five-column daily paper.
bone, Orville Robbins.
November 30 Athletic board vot
Under the baton of Dean DeLoss
ed down a proposed resolution that
Smith, the men’s glee club sang “A
fees for varsity managers be cared
Carol for Every Man” and “To
for by scholarships during the
Shorten Winter Sadness,” both by
quarter in which the managers
Peter Dykema, and the everhandle a varsity team. Central
popular “Silent Night.” This was
board approved the negative stand
the second performance of the club
taken by Athletic board.
thjs year.
Jack Hoon, Helena, was ap
Louis Forsell delivered a decla
mation of his own composition en pointed chairman of a committee
to
meet with T. G. Swearingen,
titled “The Spirit of Christmas.”
Several popular pieces by Bob maintenance engineer, to work out
ways
and means of improving
Huber and his orchestra were fol
lowed by the Delta Gamma en lighting facilities in the library
semble, who played “Now It Can reading rooms. Bill Breen, Butte,
Be Told” and “So Help Me The I and Phyllis Smith, Great Falls, are
group is composed of first violin, a^so members of the committee.
Maribeth Kitt; second violin, MariA further motion was passed, to
beth Dwyer; piano, Marian Cas-ithe effect that if any student of
tleton, and singer, Rose Marie Bor- the university dies or is ill, the
deau.
I president of his class shall appoint
a student to meet the parents of
the person concerned, help them in
Newman Club to Make
getting about town and perform
other
requisite duties.
Holiday Plans Sunday

U
|
1
R .e le a S e C l
_________
__
Second year basic course ROTC
appointments by Colonel Eley P.
Denson, professor of m i l i t a
science and tactics, have been announced.
Files Kept Up-to-Date
Upon the recommendation of
Registered students must keep
Major w m a rn H. Johnson, ^ 0: ! ^ o(fice lni ormed as to thelr
date professor of military science
addresses and employment. To
and tactics, the following men
make it possible to keep files upA. H. Weisberg, professor of vio
Members of the beginners' band
were named to serve as sergeants
to-date students should send in lin and orchestra director, was
gave a recital for the public yes
in the Grizzly Regiment.
names of references from time to taken to Thornton hospital yester
terday in Simpkins hall.
Pierce Bailey, Heath Bottomly,
time. Teachers, in particular, day for a more complete rest be
Students taking part in the re
Robert Bowman, Howard Casey,
need to have their files kept up fore returning to teaching duties.
cital are beginners this fall. The
Arthur Conrad, Owen Coombe,
to date with statements f r o m
Weisberg, suddenly taken ill last
program consisted of 14 solos giv
Ralph Craig, Richard Dennison,
superintendents, principals, or Saturday, was unable to accompany
en by the following students:
John Dowling, George Dykstra,
board members who know of their the university orchestra to Helena
August Zadra, Olive Brain, Rudy
Don Everson, Don Fraser, Rae
work.
Sunday. Tuesday he was released
Bradshaw, Wayne Davison, Clif
Greene, Bill Hall, Stan Halvorson,
University graduates or grad from the hospital but his condition
ford Cyr, John Nelson, Verna
Charles Hastay, Hugh Herbert,
uate
students
who
have
been
in
became worse, forcing his return
Young, Earl Dahlstrom, Jane Chaf
Walter Hook, Charles James, Bob
attendance one quarter may regis to the hospital.
fin and Shirley Sanders.
Kretzer, Bill Lueck, Roy Lundberg,
ter. For students graduating from
Newman club will meet at 9
Jack Lynch, Glen Marcus, Dwight
the university since July 1, 1936,
HONORARY INITIATES
o'clock' Sunday in St. Anthony’s
Miller, Dungan McCauley, Bruce
there is no charge. (The regular
Edward Miller, Missoula, was Parish hall for the last commun
McLean, Kenneth McRae, Tom
fee for teachers is included in initiated into Kappa Psi, men’s na- ion-breakfast of the quarter.
O'Donnell, Sam Roberts, Wallace
President Clifford Carmody,
Sawhill, Burke Sheeran, Gordon the certificate fee.) For transfer | tional pharmaceutical society, last
students with teaching certificates week at the regular Kappa Psl Kalispell, will outline plans for
Shields, Jim Spelman, A r t h u r
not obtained through this school meeting Science hall,
Christmas
activity.
Theilen and Cameron Warren,
there is a five dollar registration
Those promoted to the rank of
Four Qualifications to Teach and 14 Bachelor of Arts corporal are: Rick Andrews, Albert fee. All graduates registered prior
to July 1, 1936 must pay a five
Will Be Granted by University Fall Quarter;
Angstman, Bnice Babbitt, Orville
dollar registration or re-registra
Blumhagen, R u d y Bradshaw,
Two Are Honor Students
tion fee.
Ward Buckingham, Merrit Bur
Board Finds Jobs
dick, Welles Cahoon, Everton Con
Recommendations by the committee on admission and ger, Harry Corry, Wilfred Dufour, The function of the Board of
graduation that 16 students be accepted as candidates for Hugh Edwards, Edgar Eichelman, Recommendations is to assist stu
dents in finding positions. It is Nine Montana Students to Compete in Examinations;
degrees and four certificates to teach at the end of fall quarter A1 Fluto, Frank Flynn, Bob Gor
to the advantage of all seniors,
Six-State Tests Scheduled for Spokane
don, Ed Halland, Raymond Helge~-----were approved yesterday at a faculty meeting.
with or without teaching certifi
son, Robert Henderson, Edward
Fourteen students are qualified
Latter Part of Next Week
cates, to register with the place
Jewett,
Leonard
Kuffel,
John
Lar
Degree
of
bachelor
of
laws:
Os
for the degree of bachelor of arts.
ment bureau, said the bulletin.
son, Bill Longfellow, George McDegrees are sought in economics kar 0 . Lympus.
Students who do not expect to I Five university and four state college students will meet
Four were approved for the uni Glumphy, Clyde Miller, Roy
and sociology by Peter J. Murphy
use this service^ now may find it Iin Helena Sunday with the Montana Rhodes Scholarship comand Dorothy Phelan; English, versity certificate of qualification Mykleburst, Fred McDaniel, Tom helpful in (he future,
They are mjt^ee jjggjjj state examinations.
Grace Eva Marguerite Madden; to teach. They are William C. An- McDonnell, Virgil McNabb, James urged to register and get state
Two men will be chosen to$—-----------------------------------------fine arts, June Marguerite Eld- dreasen, Mary Ann Burton, Donald Poindexter, Derek Price, M a c ments from their professors at the
Tandy Faris and Wayne Lindgren. Rieder, James Rooley, Dale RoysThe university representatives
represent Montana at the six-state
ridge.
proper time. Any further inform
Accepted
for
Master’s
don,
George
Ryffel,
Don
Satthertrials
in Spokane December 17 at are Dwayne Bowler, Scobey;
History: Donald Tandy Faris.
ation may be obtained at Room I
Ralph Wayne Dilts was recom thwaite, James Scanlon, August
which four Rhodes scholarships Philip Payne, Norman Hanson and
105, Craig hall.
Law: Herbert W. Conrad, Jr.,
mended for the degree of master Schaefer, Norman Sheeran, Al
Robert Clark, Missoula; and LeRoy
will be awarded.
Frances Caroline Elge.
of arts in history and George 0, fred Shone, Lloyd Skedd, James
Dr. H. G. Merriam, head of the Purvis, Great Falls. Payne, Clark
Mathematics: Earl Basil Gard White for the degree of master of Stewart, Alve Thomas, Eldred
university humanities division; A. and Purvis took the tests at Butte
ner (with honors), Torrence Hugh education.
Trachta, Ben Wahle, Kenneth
L. Strand, president of the state last year and Purvis competed at
MacDonald, Jr. (with honors).
The grade index for scholarships Webster, John Weigenstein, Tom
college; and James R. Thomas, Spokane.
Physical education: Wayne Llnd- was changed from 1.75 to 2.00, Wood, Marcus Wysel and Arthur
treasurer of the Montana Power
Stanley Swingle, George R.
gren.
Other requirements will include Zimmerman.
“Five o’clock Thursday will be company, compose the state com Peterson, Carroll O’Rourke and
Business administration: Dayl three quarters in residence and 40
the last day that NYA time cards mittee.
Robert Tlchenor are the Montana
NOTICE
Burgess Graves, William Keith credits.
will be accepted at the NYA of
The interviews will be longer State college contestants.
All new and former students who fice and no time will be carried and the candidates fewer to enable
The meeting also approved the
Larsen, Herbert Lawrence Sidler
The two winners will compete
agreement to discontinue school have not taken the English place over to next quarter," said Geno the committee to give more time with students from Washington,
and Beverly Dolman Towe.
Degree of bachelor of science in Friday following Thanksgiving ment test must do so January 12 at Fopp, head timekeeper at the to each individual. The exams Oregon, Idaho, North Dakota and
4 o’clock in Library 103.
pharmacy: Arthur Albert Prosser. next year.
NYA office.
will be Sunday and Monday.
Wyoming at the district finals.

Beginners’ Band
Gives Program

Tuesday. If finances as revealed by the trial period permit,
the change will become permanent.
Preparations for producing the paper under new conditions
started Wednesday following the Kaimin’s acceptance of Cen
tral board’s motion. Reorganization of advertising, report
ing and desk staffs will be necessary, as well as equipment
^changes in the plant.

Are

A. H. Weisberg
Sent to Hospital

Faculty Approves Candidates
For Degrees and Certificates

Caulkins Picks
Cub Marksmen
For Competition
Members of the freshman ROTC

rifle team have been tentatively
Rhodes Scholarship Trials
selected by Major Ralph M. Caulkins, associate professor of mili
Will Be at Helena Sunday tary science and tactics.

NYA Cards Due
For Next Period

Those who will comprise the
team are Fred Baker, Herman
Bandel, Bill Bellingham, Gordon
Berven, Fred Davidson, Ralph
Durham, Delbert ‘Halsey, Edward
Jette, Clinton Landreth, John
Mikota, Joe Mudd, Bob Ottman,
Donald Redfern, Jack Schaeffer.
Chester Schendel, Cuthbert Small
wood, Charles Steensland, Court
ney Taylor, George Thelen, Stan'
ley Thompson, Thomas Wimett
and Bill Yaggy.
The team will practice daily In
the ROTC gallery and will fire in
the Garden City League winter
quarter.

Women’s Dormitories
Plan Yuletide Parties
Christmas will be celebrated by
residents of North hall and the
new women's dormitory at 10
o'clock Sunday night. Both will
have pajama parties.

16. Column width will remain the
same as at present.
Speeded production due chiefly
to shortened press time for the
smaller size will allow issuance of
the paper before noon, so that stu
dents in 11 o’clocks can get papers
every day before they go to lunch.
Spot news coverage, convenient
size and better practice for the
editorial staff are other advan
tages of the new arrangement, ac
cording to Bill Forbis, editor.
Publications board Monday had
passed a recommendation which
Norman Stortz, chairman, read at
Central board’s meeting. Follow
ing a motion by Phil Peterson, the
board passed the recommendation
with the exception of clauses call
ing for putting the matter on the
ballot for student vote next spring,
relieving the board of the neces
sity of guaranteeing funds for the
paper should the vote have fav
ored the project
Central board will take up the
matter again at the end of next
quarter, when costs of operation
of the daily will have been de
termined.
The motion as passed follows.
“That the Montana Kaimin shall
change its format from the pre
sent eight-column size to a fivecolumn size with columns approx
imately 16 inches long, and shall
change its publications dates from
Tuesday and Friday of each week
to Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of each week, and
make other minor changes con
sistent with this new policy, start
ing Friday, January 6, 1939, and
That it shall continue publica
tion in this form until at least the
end of spring quarter, 1939, and
“That accurate cost records shall
be kept during this period to deter
mine the extra expenses involved
in publication in the new form,
and ,
“That the school of journalism
will absorb costs attendant on
changing of equipment and that
the Kaimin reserve fund will take
care of extra expenses incurred in
publication this year.”

Winter Hikes
Are Outlined
Mountaineers club members will
make their annual Christmas tree
trip Sunday to Twin Creeks, 15
miles up the Blackfoot river. Stu
dents and faculty members inter
ested in making the trip may call
Vera Brunner, leader, at 3050.
At a club meeting Wednesday
night members planned several
other trips, President Lon Ogg an
nounced today. They also consid
ered a winter outing of three to
seven days at a ranch up the Blackfoot, probably next month.
On December 18 Kleis Larson
will lead a ski party. K. D. Swan
of the Forest Service will lead a
ski trip December 26 and Dr. C. B.
Spohr will direct another party
January 2.
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and motivating force behind the student.
Grades are an undoubted help to the instruc
tor in rating the student and may be of in
terest to the graduate’s prospective employer.
Published semi-weekly during the school year by the
Associated Students of Mon tan a State university
Grades, to the student, should be merely a
handy way of keeping track of his progress
National Advertising Service, Inc.
as measured by the instructor’s standards.
College Publishers Representative
The student should have his own personal
4 2 0 M a d is o n a v e .
N e w Y o r k , N. Y.
standards for the acquisition of knowledge,
Entered as second-class m atter a t Missoula, Montana,
the advancement of his own sum total of
under a ct of Congress, March S, 1879
learning. After all, what he learns, not how
Subscription price $2.60 per year
well he worked his instructor for a grade, will
be what he will use in later life.
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Voices from the ranks of the educators have
lately been raised deploring the fact that
many a student better fitted for a trade skims
DAN F1NDELL .
and skins through four expensive years at col
lege. To these students passing grades are
the acme of scholastic work. Knowledge is
Four Promises
incidental.
Reiterated
With this issue the Montana Kaimin con Lord God of grades, be with us yet—just
cludes, at least temporarily and possibly per let us pass and then forget.
manently, the semi-weekly publication sched
ule which it has followed for the past 23 years.
College Survey Shows
On January 6,1939, the paper will join the
Youth Not Radical
progressive parade to collegiate dailies. Mon
Mr. Dies, the D. A. R. and the American
tana State university will be one of the first
of the smaller colleges to make the transition. Legion need tremble no longer over reports
The closing issue in blanket size seems a that American college youth is radical. A sur
fitting time to reiterate four Kaimin policies. vey conducted by Dr. Erland Nelson, psy
chologist at Newberry college, South Can>
We shall continue to better the Kaimin.
We shall be impartial and fair to all campus lina, measured student opinion at 22 colleges
groups to the best of our ability. Again we and found that on the whole student opinion
is well to the right of center.
affirm that this is a significent policy.
We shall remain loyal to the university. The
Dr. Nelson’s findings do not surprise the
school’s best good has been and will be a con socially-conscious who have long bewailed
sideration in every issue.
the fact college students are a phlegmatic
And lastly, we shall spare no work to attain group, too busy pursuing a vocation to have
these ends, and especially to make the daily time for such dull and unimportant matters
Kaimin experiment a success.
as social and political problems.
Although momentarily disturbed when ex
posed to liberal influence, students swing
Light
back to the middle by their senior year, Dr.
For the Many
Nelson reports. Can it be our colleges, rather
During Christmas vacation and the first than instilling in students an intellectual
part of next quarter, Kaimin representatives curiosity, are training them to be defenders
will pass around a petition to sixty-three of the status quo?
property owners in what the Kaimin hopes
If the findings of Dr. Nelson are accurate,
will soon be a new lighting district.
college students as a group are to be con
The state of Montana, owner of 20% lots demned. Radicalism and liberalism are fore
along the avenue, should be glad to see its runners of progress. From scholars come
property better lighted, especially in a dis thinkers and from thinkers come the liberals
trict closely connected with “lux et veritas.” and radicals (not necessarily political) i. e.,
Reports from fraternity circles indicate that persons who favor a departure from the
the Kaimin can expect to get signatures from status quo. Conservatism and reaction lead to
the three brotherhoods and five sisterhoods a sterile society, and college students should
who own 24 of the avenue lots.
be the last segment in society to wish upon
Other owners here and there along the themselves intellectual stagnation—Minne
street report themselves willing to join the sota Daily.
drive for better light. Prospects for a new
lighting district look good.
Property owners who are as yet uncon Chiang Kai-shek
vinced as to the value of a new lighting sys Reverses the Pressure
tem. may resent having light thrust upon
Chiang Kai-shek has applied the pressure
them, but surely the disgruntlement of the
to England. That is the word that Sir Archi
few is better than continued darkness for the
bald John Kerr Clark Kerr, British ambas
many.
sador to China, brings back from the gen
eralissimo, who is with his qrmy somewhere
in the inaccessable interior of China. Rumor
Grades or
had it that Kerr went in to induce Kai-shek
An Education?
to surrender to Japan.
The tumult and the shouting dies; the stu
The dictator of China did not mince words
dents to their hotnes depart, some full of
with Sir Archibald. As he knows and as Eng
knowledge while the rest have merely played
land knows, almost the entire supply of muni
the student’s part.
tions that China gets comes from Russia. The
Had these lines been shaped (better shaped,
further Chiang is driven into the interior the
that is) by the pen of a master word-weaver
closer he is to the Red Star and his source of
they would have been worthy to be cast in
letters of brass. There may be something to supplies. Communism already has a strong
foot-hold in China.
them as it is.
If China wins the war, Russia will quite
With only finals between him and the end
of the quarter the student again faces the •naturally get a much increased share of the
question, What have I gained from this quar profitable Chinese trade. Chiang suggests that
ter’s work?. If he faces it for more than three Great Britain be a little more generous with
war supplies which could easily be brought
consecutive minutes, he’s the exception.
Among those who crack the quarter for through Burma, thus aiding the Chinese cause
straight A’s and among those who sail the in the south.
Since the early days of the China trade,
low C’s there will be students who have
gained more than grades; who have picked England and her merchants have held the
up a few of the pearls educators daily cast upper hand in the commercial relations with
before them.
China. Chinese will not soon forget the work
Membership in the group which has gained of Chinese Gordon in suppressing the devas
lasting, valuable knowledge from this quar tating Taipin rebellion in 1864. British loans
ter’s work is not restricted to the A’s-high. will not be forgotten either. A great deal of
The plugger often holds onto his facts better British capital has been invested in China,
than the brilliant quarter-by-quarter cram But Chiang’s reply to Sir Archibald has much
mer. But membership is definitely restricted meaning.
to students who set the acquisition of knowl
If China wins without Britain’s help, Eng
edge above grades.
land will suffer her loss of position to Russia.
Grades may have their place in the grade Should Japan’s conquest be successful, Bri
school, though it is a moot point whether chil tain will still lose her trade.
dren should be started on their careers by
Yes, Chiang knows how to apply the pres
being taught to work for grades. Perhaps the sure to wear England. England either helps
system of rating children “satisfactory” or China, with the danger of complications on
unsatisfactory” will prove the best solution. the part of Japarf, or doesn’t help China and
Perhaps the incentive of a grade is necessary. loses her billions invested in the one-time
But in college grades should not be the sole Celestial kingdom.

The Montana Kaimin

9 and will continue until some time
in February.
Miss Boelter has spent several
years in government service in
Elsie Boelter, '31, formerly of
Washington.
Harlowton, is one of six special
secretaries with the United States
WHICKER WILL SPEAK
delegation to the Pan-American
conference in Lima, Peru. The H. W. Whicker, instructor in
conference will convene December English, will speak at a dinner

Boelter Is Secretary
At Lima Conference

meeting of the Plains Chamber of
Commerce Tuesday, on the rec
reational possibilities of western
Montana.
NOTICE
Newman club choir practice is
scheduled for 2 o’clock Saturday
in St. Anthony's church.

MONTANA

Dean Stone
Remembers

KAIMIN

Friday, December 9,1938

eon guest at the house Thursday. ding of Louise Bakehom and Wil
Color Photography Exhibit
Ina Kero, Katherine Kester and liam Foster.
Crail were dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Severy, Mr.
Contains Unusual Variety Audrey
of Alpha Phi Thursday.
and Mrs. Larrae Haydon and Mr.

Color scenes from the land of the Baltic, are among the photograghs
midnight sun to Mexico’s old mis in an exhibition which opened
‘What are traditions, anyway?” sion churches, Arizona landscapes Wednesday in the auditorium of
asked Dean Stone as the Kaimin to neon signs on Broadway, banana the Woman’s Club Art building.
eporter arrived tor a chat. "Is a blossoms to sailing boats on the From the National Leica Color
tradition a person, an idea, a cus
Show, .the pictures are for the most
tom or a thing? Perhaps you’ll say
part the work of Anton F. Bau
a tradition is a belief and that it is
mann, internationally known lec
based upon a cherished idea, a be
turer and photographer.
loved person, a treasured custom—
The misty rainbow of the Ni
or is visualized by some object lor
agara is reproduced as faithfully
which we have a sentimental at
as the machinery and architectural
tachment. If that’s what you say,
studies. The practical use of color
I believe you're right.
photography under all conditions
“Anyway, the hedge is gone. The
is demonstrated by shots from air
The SAE’s have formed a "Fu planes, and unusual cloud effects
old poplars went a long time ago.
ture
Husbands
Club”
(presumption
They were traditions—each stood
in Brice canyon.
for something definite in the uni plus, eh?) and took over the kitch
The odd and beautiful effects
versity's story — but the signifi en Thanksgiving, entertaining 40 that can be obtained by c o l o r
cance was forgotten and the hedge guests. The ducks (rest their souls) photography are shown in “Two
and the trees will not be remem were under the supervision of Cres Worlds,” a contrast shot of old
Pigot who burned them more than
bered much longer.
somewhat but came to the rescue church towers with a traffic light
“Oh, yes, I know they say there
with a large supply of bicarbonate in the foreground, and in a pic
was reason for the removals. I
of soda. Net result: One of the ture of a bubble ballet. Portraits
don’t argue about it. I wouldn’t
chaperons is in the hospital, sev of Bavarian peasants and and
mention it now if I hadn’t had
eral guests are confined to their Seminole Indians are included in
telephone calls and personal visits
beds and the remainder shudder at the exhibit.
during the last 24 hours, all in la
The program gives a brief ex
the mention of duck.
ment over the passing of the hedge.
planation of the “wash-off relief
So there are at least a few folks
process”
of color photograph. NoArt Peterson has the registrar’s
who share with me regret over the
tations on the conditions under
disappearance of these university office confused. In fact, he seems which each picture was taken, in
confused himself, having signed his
traditions.
registration cards “Peterson L. cluding aperture, lens and timing
“The poplars represented the
Peterson." Maybe he’s going dra are of interest to photography stu
first effort toward beautifying the
matic, like Simone Simone? Is dents.
campus. The story of their plant
Sponsored by the Missoula Cam
there a movie scout in the crowd?
ing is an interesting chapter in
era club and the Department of
university history. The hedge was
Can’t understand all the com-) Fine Arts, the exhibit will be open
part of what was believed to be the
plaints centering about the crowd- j from 2 to 6 o’clock every day
beginning of permanent campus
ed lounge. The weather seems nice I through Sunday.
development. J. H. T. Ryman and
enough to warrant crowding the
William Aber platted the oval; the
grandstand for at least another
background of the oval was the
month. But, of course, we don’t
hedge. Physically it stood for the
speak from experience.
devotion of those two men to this
institution—a fine example of loy
Speculation to the right and
alty.
SOCIAL CALENDAR
speculation to the le ft Was Herb
"Later it had come to have a Watts bashful or stingy in waiting
more subtle significance. In early two months before announcing the
Closed Week-end.
university days smoking was for hanging of his pin?
bidden on the campus—by liberal
Sunday,
December 11 By the smell of the cigars, how
interpretation this came to be con ever, he was probably just broke. Music School Program________
strued so that one might smoke
________Student Union Theater
‘back of the hedge.’ Perhaps that
Want to hear some of the things
degree of liberality—at which we we learned in the 1904 newspaper
Alpha Delta Pi announces the
smile now—was the origin of the files?
pledging of Barbara Raymond,
belief that he hedge stood as a sort
“Oyama is preparing to give
of dividing line, which separated Kuropatkin a Tie pass to Harbin” Malta. Miss Raymond was a lunch-

TINX and
JANIE

S ociety

the stern, scholastic atmosphere of —or what have you.
the oval from the freer air that
“Wanted: Barber; must be single
circulated 'back of the hedge.' and willing to look after bar when
That’s what it came to mean, any not in shop.”
way. Plenty of instances might be
Dorothy Dix says “that to man
given in support of this assertion. love is a fever that can be easily
It’s not wise to be too specific, I cured, but with woman love is a
know. But I'm sure the reason why chronic complaint from which she
we were so happy in the Shack never recovers.”
was that our assignment to that
Fort Missoula — Montana State
location gave us Tom Spaulding University football story says “on
and Doc Schreiber as neighbors | both sides were new men who had
and friends.
never before been in a game and
“They say the hedge had to go. who did not understand the finer
Progress is their avowed reason. points, as the game proceeded ra
But Yale has progressed consider pidly. Varsity showed up to good
ably and the old fence is yet there advantage and the rooters had it
on the campus — buildings have all their own way.”
But utterly modern is the ac
been adjusted and adapted so as
not to interfere with it. Missouri count of the Bobcat-Grizzly game:
“Montana university 79, Agri
has forged ahead notably and the
pillars remain. Progress doesn’t cultural College of Bozeman 0.
“‘It is the culmination of years
have to destroy sentiment.
“There was a scar m the old of endeavor upon the part of the
hedge. It marked an effort at local faculty and is the most grati
earlier destruction. Professor Rich fying event, perhaps, that has oc
ter was head of the engineering curred in the history of the institu
school. Word came that a new en tion."
gineering building had been au
and the engineering school went to
thorized.
“Richter dashed out and swung the state college. Now the hedge is
an axe in demolition of the hedge. gone, top. Merry Christmas, in
The news was premature. Richter deed!”

Annetta Grunnert is confined at
the Northern Pacific hospital with
an appendectomy.
Delta Delta Delta will entertain
actives, pledges and alumnae at a
Christmas party Sunday afternoon.
J. F. Kincaid, Whiteflsh; Shirley
Ann Kincaid, Jean Dixon, Effiellen
Jeffries and Joyce Daggett were
dinner guests of Delta Gamma
Tuesday.
Kappa Alpha Theta formally
pledged Mary Templeton, Monday.
Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson has re
turned to the Kappa Alpha Theta
house.
Pledges of Kappa Delta enter
tained actives at a roller-skating
party Friday.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon entertained
Interfratemity at dinner Wednes
day night.
A Tuesday dinner guest of Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon was Jack Wright,
Missoula.
Sigma Chi announces the pledg
ing of Walter Fitzmaurice, Ana.
conda.
Booster McGuire, Anaconda, was
a week-end guest of Sigma Chi
Mary Quilty, Butte, was a dinner
guest of Sigma Chi Wednesday.

Pledging of Judson
Is Announced
Sigma Kappa announces the
pledging of Dorothy Judson, Cutbank.
Actives, pledges and alumnae
were entertained at a buffet dinner
by the Sigma Kappa chapter.
Ruth James was a dinner guest
of Rhea Fewkes Sunday.
Mary Catherine Mee spent last
week-end in Livingston, where she
went to be bridesmaid at the wed

Walford Electric Co.

and Mrs. Frank Stanton were cha
perons for Phi Delta Theta Satur
day.
Alumnae of Delta Gamma enter
tained the actives and pledges at a
Christmas party Wednesday.
Patronlze Kaimin Advertisers
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‘Moonlight Sonata'
IGNACE PADEREWSKI
— ALSO —

“ ALGIERS”
Hedy Lamarr
Charles Boyer
STARTS SUNDAY

“Men With W ings"
\

Fred MacMurray
Ray Milland

In Technicolor
MARCH OF TIME

R IH L T O
7-8:45

NOW 2 for 25c
TONITE IS

PAL NIGHT
Michael Whalen
Gloria Stewart
— In —

“SHARPSHOOTERS”
— ALSO —

“Strange Case of
Dr. Meade”
BEVERLY ROBERTS

Phone 3566

Exclusively Electrical
Stewart-Warner Radios

COMMUNITY
THEATER
Friday and Saturday
BRET HARTE’S

“Luck of Roaring
Camp”
— Plus —

“ PRISON BREAK”
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Special Return Engagement

“All Quiet on the
Western Front'1
— Plus—

“Cocoanut Grove”

403 N. Higgins

— With —
Fred MacMurray
Harriet Hilliard
Missoula’s Harry Owens and
His Orchestra

HATS far
the holiday

L e t ...

SLIPPERS
Solve Your Gift
Problem

shout their newness in
soft felts! new fabrics!
smart combinations! gala
trims and bright colors!

$0.98

SLIP-ONS—
Velvet and satin with rich white fur trim in
black, wine, or blue.

TOELESSVelvet sandals—a prized gift! In black, blue, or
green.

LOUNGE SLIPPERS
Rich brocaded satin in black, wine, or blue.
MANY OTHER STYLES AND MATERIALS!

69c

98c

$1.29

$1.49

$1.69

The Slipper Shoppe
(IN McCRACKEN’S)

Hat ’n Scarf
sets for the “hard-toplease” on your li s t . . .
flattering colors!

$J 00

$ ]9 8

The
MERCANTILE.*
• • MISSOULA'SOUDSST. UlMST AMOSMTftOU

THE
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Change to Daily Recalls Past Transitions
THREE ARTS CLUB
MEETS TOMORROW
A special meeting of Three Arts
club at 8:30 o’clock Wednesday in
the Art building was in charge
of Harriet Moore, secretary-treas
urer.
The sale of hand-painted Christ
mas cards projected by the club
was discussed and plans laid for
next quarter’s activities.
Patronise lt.im in Advertisers

H O L ID A Y
FORM ALS

Sixty-three Avenue Residents
To Be Offered Petition Soon
Landholders on University to Have Chance to Sign
During Vacation and Following Quarter;
State Holds Most Property
Sixty-three property owners along University avenue will
soon be given the opportunity to sign a petition asking the
mayor and City council of Missoula to create a lighting dis
trict.
During the Christmas vacation
and through part of winter quar
ter, Kaimin representatives will
explain costs and advantages to
the prospective signers and present
a petition for their approval.
State Holds Most
The state of Montana with 20%
lots, each with a 30-foot frontage,
is the largest landholder along the
avenue. Fraternities and sorori
ties own 24 lots, including two still
held by Alpha Xi Delta.
Other corporative holders are

znergy—
Meat supplies the
needed energy to
keep you w arm
these cold days.
Delightfully Correct
•
*
*
•

Laces
Hoops
Chiffons
Quilted Silks

$ 7.95

$ 10.95
$ 12.95

DaCo Meats
Have Energy

John R. Daily, Inc.
115 W. Front S t
Phone 2181

HUGHES
Clothes of Charm

Branch

the Montana Congregation confer
ence with five lots and the Alum
ni Challenge Athletic Field cor
poration with two.
The remaining titles are re
corded in the names of 22 men arid
28 women, who hold a total of 102
lots.
The new lighting fixtures which
will be installed if the Kaiminsponsored drive for signatures is
successful will be entirely differ
ent from the present street-light
ing equipment, an official of the
local power company said.
Not only will six new fixtures
appear on each block, but the
structure of the poles themselves
will provide for the casting of light
down onto the street instead of
mostly upward, as the old-fash
ioned lamp post does.
“Blflectors” to Be Used
“Biflectors” within the lights
will concentrate most of the light
out into the street itself, also light
ing the sidewalk on the other side
of the street. The placing of the
light poles next to the curb will
also help avoid wasting light by
moving the brightest part of the
beam to the street, where it is most
needed.
Underground wiring will elimi
nate such winter troubles as the
breaking of wires due to wind and
ice and will also mean less general
wear on wires.

Model Market

131 N. HIGGINS

Phone 2835

S E A S O N ’S G R E E T IN G S
To the University Students from
Montana’s Finest Cafe and Tavern

THE PARK
Pete and Jocko

ACCLAIMED IN ESQUIRE!
Tape Stripes

idely spaced stripes
and soft chalky col
ors are tw q prominent
notes in this year’s style
trends.

W

Arrow blends them
handsomely to give you
Tape Stripes—featured in
this month’s Esquire.
Sanforized-Shrunk (fab
ric shrinkage less than
i% ).

Come in today and get
some to complement your
plainor checkedsuits. t2-*
Arrow Ties, designed to \j(|§j)g||
further enhance your Tape
Stripe get-up, , , . $1

Final arrangement for examina
tions as made by the registrar’s
office follow. Exam week is Mon
day, December 12, to Thursday,
December 15.
Monday—8 to 10 o’clock, *8
o'clocks, botany 161a and journal
ism 31; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock,
chemistry 11a (all sections), eco
nomics 14a (all sections), jour
nalism 36, forestry 46 and forestry
40a; 1:10 to 3:10. o’clock, *3
o’clocks, German 126, zoology 23,
forestry 31, bacteriology 1 and
pharmacy 35a; 3:20 to 5:20
o’clock, busines administration 132,
home economics 133, journalism
42, music 155a, physical education
63a and physical education 148.
Tuesday—8 to 10 o’clock, *11
o’clocks and zoology 101; 10:10 to
12:10 o’clock, biological science 13a
(all sections), physical science 17a
(all sections), and psychology 11
(all sections); 1:10 to 3:10 o’clock
*2 o’clocks, forestry 36a, pharmacy
11a; 3:20 to 5:20 o'clock, military
science 11a and 12a, forestry 11a,
journalism 46a and education 22.
Wednesday—8 to 10 o’clock, *9
o’clocks, pharmacy 31a and phar
macy 33a; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock,
social science 11a (all sections),
mathematics 18 (all sections), and
business administration 131; 1:10
to 3:10 o’clock, *1 o’clocks, eco
nomics 103; 3:20 to 5:20, business
administration 11 (all sections),
home economics 17a (both sec
tions), and journalism 49.
Thursday—8 to 10 o'clock, *10
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock,
humanities 15a (all sections), eco-

Freshman Flautist
Misses Journey
The headline of this story might
be “The Adventures of Jack Kuenning, Flute Player Extraordinary.”
At any rate the experiences of the
unfortunate freshman journalist
are not ordinary.
It all began when Jack was se
verely chided by his high school
band leader for adding superfluous
“staccato” to his rendition of “Yan
kee Doodle Dandy.” “It wasn’t
my fault,” relates hapless Jack,
"that I had the hiccups."
Then came his first appearance
with the university symphony or
chestra at convocation. Playing
Grieg’s “Concerto in A Minor," the
group paused to allow Jack to in
ject his solo part, but there he sat
with his finger under his nose
waiting for a sneeze' that wouldn’t
come. His companion flautist played
the part.
The climax came Sunday when
Jack ecstatically went to bed with
the thought of going to Helena
with the orchestra, but awoke too
late to catch the bus.

Urey Isolates
Heavy Atoms
Of Substance
Unusual Form of Carbon
Is New Discovery
By Montanan
Dr. Harold C. Urey, university
graduate and 1934 winner of the
Nobel prize in chemistry, has per
fected a process for isolating and
producing “heavy” atoms of car
bon.
In a lecture at the University of
Buffalo December 5 he told how
three years of research had re
suited in success only last week
at the Columbia university labor
atories.
Foremost expert on “heavy1
atoms—those carrying more than
the usual atomic weight—Dr. Urey
won the Nobel prize for his dis
covery of heavy hydrogen and per
fection of a method to produce it
Subsequently he found methods of
producing heavy nitrogen and
heavy oxygen.
The discoveries proved of great
use to medicine. By tracing the
movements of heavy atoms, furn
ished by Dr. Urey, chemists dis
covered that mammals are con
stantly breaking up and reassem
bling the substances of which they
are formed.
Dr. Urey secured his chemistry
degree at the university in 1917
and was an instructor here from
1919 to 1921. He now holds a pro
fessorship in chemistry at Colum
bia. His last visit to the campus
was during the 1935 Commence
ment exercises at which he was
chief speaker.
nomics 15 (both sections), and
English 25a.
Starred classes will take exams
at the hour indicated unless they
are listed elsewhere on the sched
ule. Students having conflicts must
arrange for special examination,
permitted only in case the instruc
tor recommends the application
and the petition is approved by Dr.
Jesse before the time of the exami
nation.
New York.—A quarter of a mil
lion persons at one time can be
accommodated in the 280-acre
Amusement Zone of the New York
World’s Fair 1939.

We’re Blowing O ur

Kaimin remained a seven-column
until March 23, 1928, when
Montana Kaimin’s First Issue paper
it appeared with eight columns,
being issued in this form until the
Appeared Forty Years Ago beginning of the 1929-1930 school

Paper Began in 1898 as Monthly Literary Magazine;
Today Is Last Eight-Column Bi-Weekly;
Change Will Come January 6
Forty years ago last June the first issue of the Montana
Kaimin appeared. The paper began as a monthly literary
magazine, with James Pixley, its first editor, aiming to “foster
■true and lasting college spirit and to afford an inducement to
literary effort.”
Today’s is the last issue of the emphasized. Athletic news was
quarter and the last appearance of particularly featured.
the Kaimin as an eight-column,
A year later the Kaimin made
semi-weekly paper, at least until the transition to a five-column
the end of spring quarter. Friday, newspaper. It was published by
January 6, the Kaimin will appear Press club, a different organiza
as a five-column daily. Column tion from the present group, with
length will be reduced about four Robert C. Line, now dean of the
inches, but column width will re Business Administration school, as
main 12 ems.
editor.
The next two editors were Mas
Will Be Experiment
As an experimental project, the sey McCullough, Missoula business
Kaimin will be issued every day man today, and D. D. Richards,
except Monday during winter who is now general publicity man
quarter. At the end of the quar for Sears-Roebuck company in
ter, if cost figures show that the Chicago. Richards established a
paper can be financed under this record for the Kaimins appearing
plan, the daily Kaimin will con every week on time for the whole
year. Under him the paper be
tinue.
came ASUM property.
Back in 1898, when the univer
The Kaimin had the distinction
sity was three years old, a faculty
in 1914 of being the only college
committee composed of Morton J.
newspaper, except that of Colum
Elrod, William (Daddy) Aber and
bia, which was published from its
Eunice J. Hubbell recommended
own building. At that time the
that a paper be established under
paper was written in an old frame
the management and control of six
building behind Science hall.
students: An editor-in-chief to
Journalists Take Over
be chosen by the faculty, two liter
ary editors, a local editor and an I Also in 1914 the Kaimin came
exchange editor. The staff, which under control of the Journalism
was to assume all financial re school, officially established that
sponsibility, pay any deficit or year. Style and content began to
share all profits, chose the busi meet journalistic standards. Percy
Stone, son of Dean A. L. Stone of
ness manager.
The first issue was a paper- the Journalism school and now
covered magazine 9 by 12 inches with the New York American, was
in size, which sold for 15 cents. It editor.
Under Emmet Riordan the Kai
contained essays, poems, editorials
and briefs written by students and min became a semi-weekly in 1915.
Clarence Streit, now foreign cor
instructors.
respondent for the New York
Editorials Are Vigorous
Times, was editor during 1916Editorial comment during the
1917.
Kaimin’s first years was vigorous.
Seymour Gorsline, now with the
Advertising was hard to get—
Associated Press in San Francisco;
sometimes columns were blank. As
Guy Mooney, at present with the
today, athletic news p l a y e d a
Billings Gazette, and Edward Roprominent part.
sendorf, who is on the sports staff
The first special edition was the
of the San Francisco Chronicle,
Christmas number in 1889.
were editors in 1919-1920.
Montana’s present ASMSU had
Kaimin Moves to Cook
its origin back in March, 1904,
when the Kaimin began the work
of organizing the student body
association. John J. Lucy and W.
O. Dickinson, both Missoula mer
chants, were editors at that time.
During the years 1905-1908, it
remained primarily a literary pub
lication. J. B. Speer, now registrar
and business manager, and Wini
fred Feighner, present acting li
brarian, were members of the
staff.
Literature Cut Down
After 1908 the Kaimin became a
news sheet. The literary depart
ment was cut down and news was

The old shack behind the Sci
ence hall was abandoned for Mar
cus Cook hall in 1921. This build
ing was used until the fall of 1937,
when the Kaimin moved into its
present quarters.
Another important advance was
made in 1923, when the Kaimin
became a six-column paper. Nat
McKown, a publicity man in
Honolulu, was news editor then.
The following year another col-1
umn was added, under the editor
ship of Richard F. Crandall, now
head of the art department of the
New York Herald-Tribune. The

year. On March 24,1936, it again
became an eight-column paper and
has remained so up to now.
On October 5,1937, the first Kai
min was printed, in the new Jour
nalism building, which was dedi
cated December 13, 1937. Don Lar
son was editor.
Modern equipment puts out to
day’s Kaimin. The Model' five
linotype used for so many years is
still on the job, but a new Model
14 Blue Streak has taken over

CHRISTMAS
• •. m a k e it

There’s Nothing
Like a Bargain
If you’re feeling a little
broke. No man can complain
about conditions when his
own financial status is being
flattered. You need a bar
gain, Mister, and Dragstedt’s
Pre-Christmas Sale of Suits,
Top Coats and Overcoats is
the place to find it.

DRACSTEDT'S]
“ E very th in g > |o n W r u r ” # 4
O P P O S I T E X. P . D E P O T -'

We have the ideal gift in
candy for everyone on your
list—
Whitman's Sampler,
famous box of best-liked
chocolates, $1.50 to $7.50.
Other packages at 50c up—
All Decorated for Christmas,

HARKNESS & ALLEN
DRUG STORE
Corner Pine & N. Higgins Ave.
PHONE 3231

Our Best Wish through the Holi
day Season to the whole Student
Body, Professors and Adminis
tration.
We hope that everyone of you
will be back with us this coming
Winter Quarter.

ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS’ STORE
Student Union Building

IT PAYS
TO
LOOK WELL
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

Missoula, Mont.

SEND YOUR VACATION BAGGAGE
HOME BY

RAILWAY
EXPRESS

H orn This Christinas
We have new equipment we
are proud of. It makes it easy
for us to repair your shoes the
finest way they can be. We
wish you a Merry Christmas
and invite you down to see us.

WE DELIVER

YOUNGREN’S SHOE SHOP
.~ j £ arro w

much of the load. Printing is done
on a Miehle flat-bed cylinder

Basement Higgins Block

That’s the way to vacation in style
—with nothing to do but go. Just
lock up your trunk and bags and i
phone Railway Express. No extra |
charge—no dickering or doubts.
One easy move. You see your baggage go, and can take your train with |
a sigh of relief. • Convenient? 100*—and economical, too. Our rates
are low, and you can send “collect," if you wish, same as with our "homeand-back laundry service.” When you phone, cell us the time to come
123 E. Front St. Phone 2547
Depot Office: Northern Pacific Depot. Phone 2546
Missoula, Mont.

R a il w a ^ A
.

agencyX

v

je x p r e s s
’ in c .

N A T IO N - W ID E R A I L - A IR S E R V IC E

A Match for Any Man!
..row makes it easy for you to select ties, handker
chiefs, and shirts that team up in perfect accord. See
the new Esquire Arrow features as well as the many
Arrow whites and fancies in our fall showing.

Arrow Shirts are Mitoga-sbaped
and Sanforized-Shrunk.
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Grizzlies Open Basketball Season at 8:00 Tonight
Men in M Club
Will Sell Tickets
At Hoop Opener

JANSSON RETURNS
Bob Jausson, Chicago, returned
to Missoula last week after having
spent the summer working with
the United States Forest service in
the Helena National forest.

Sport Shop Hoopsters,
Varsity A lum ni Team

M club members will handle
ticket sale of the Grizzly-Sport
Shop basketball game tonight, an
nounced President Jim Spelman at
the lettermen’s smoker Tuesday
night. Proceeds of the game will
go to the club which has distribu
ted advance tickets and erected the
bleachers.
Other plans discussed Tuesday
include buying of active member
insignia pins and sponsoring a pic
ture show sometime during winter
quarter. Members enjoyed re
freshments and cigars.

Are First O p p o n en ts
Give a
Magazine
Subscription
for
Christmas

Shields and Sundquist at Forwards, Hall at Center,
And Greene and Ryan, Guards, Will Start;
Reserves Number Fifteen
Montana’s basketball team opens a hard winter schedule at
8 o’clock tonight when it meets the Sport Shop quintet, a group
of varsity alumni coached by Joe Mariana. Student body
tickets are good for admission.^------------------

Starting at forwards for the
Starting forwards for the Sport
I Grizzlies will be Gordy Shields and Shop will be Mariana and Blastic.
Don Sundquist, with Bill Hall at Rhinehart will start at center, with
center and Ray Greene and Barney Chumrau and Miller at guards.
Ryan at guards. Shields, Sund-1Reserves for the alumni will be
quist and Ryan come from last ®gg, Robinson and Newton,
year’s varsity and Hall and Greene I The Sport Shop is playing in an
independent. league in Missoula
from last year's frosh team
and have played one game so far,
Backing up the starters will be
trouncing the Fort Missoula play
Frank Nugent, Art Merrick, Dale
ers.
Galles, last year’s varsity men;
Montana plays Brigham Young
221 North Higgins
Jack Dowling, Dwight Miller, Don
here on December 19 and 20. Be
Allen, G e o r g e Croonenberghs,
Phone 4281
cause of examinations in the gym,
John Stewart, Herbert Searles, Jim
the team will have to practice in
Rooley, frosh last year, and Neil
the women’s gym next week.
Johnson, Ed Hudacek, Carl LeStarting December 22, the Griz
Barre, Albert Steensland and Per
zlies leave on a trip through Idaho
shing Hanifen.
and
Utah, playing Idaho Southern
- l i Bin in Vo,lit Harper'* Boioor^
Ken Kizer, coming up from the
Branch, Utah State, B r i g h a m
W t t f ^Mademoiselle and Ffioloplap
frosh team of last year, has had to
Young and Utah. Returning to
drop basketball because of a bro
Missoula, they play the School of
ken thumb. Jim Seyler, captainMines team here on January 3.
elect, will not report ror games un
til next quarter, as he was not in
school this quarter.

Subscriptions taken for
all magazines at

Three Return
From Meeting

The Office
Supply Co.

On the Open Shelf

To AH
Our Many
Friends
America's
Most Beautiful

Prnpl

OGC
S H O E 'C O

Missoula
Drug Co.

Old Country Club
Visit the New

Caravan Ballroom
Acts and Songs

"B U C K ” S T O W E ,„d His Orchestra
Featuring Songs by Oma Clover

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Midnight on the Desert; Excur
sion Into Autobiography, by J. B.
Priestley. Two years ago this ver
satile English writer spent a winter
at work in Arizona. The impres
sions which he formed on that visit
are the basis of his book, and the
starting-points for wider comment
on the contemporary scene. Priest
ley's comments on American cul
ture are rather superficial, and are
touched only occasionally with
malice.
Famine, by Liam O'Flaherty.
This is a story of Ireland during
the famine years of the 1840’s,
written by one of Ireland’s finest
novelists. The subject is somber,
and the details are often lurid, but
O’Flaherty’s treatment is so sincere
and intense that the effect is not
depressing.
They Seek a Country, by Francis
Britte Young. Young describes the
great trek of the Boers across
Africa in search of a new home.
The book is an historical novel of
Africa and England a hundred
years ago.
East Wind, by Compton MacKenzie. This is the first volume of
a projected tetralogy to be called
“The Four Winds of Love.” Scene
is England at the beginning of the
century. The story follows the life
of young John Oglivie from school
days to adult years, with an excel
lent background of politics, intel
lectual interests, and amusements
of the period.
Vein of Iron, by Ellen Glascow.
Like most of Miss Glascow’s nov
els, this is a story of Virginia. But
Miss Glascow’s characters are not
the glamorous Virginians of the
romantic novelist, but the hardy
Scotch Presbyterians of the region.
She describes their struggles
through years of depression and
how they conquered their prob
lems.
The Laurels Are Cut Down, by
Archie Binns. Binns describes the
life of two brothers growing up in
the forest wilderness of the Olym
pic peninsula, their adventures and
eventual separation when war

Coach Doug Fessenden, Dean of
Men Burly Miller and Kirk Badgley, athletic director, returned yes
terday afternoon from P a l m
Springs, California, where they at
tended the annual Pacific Coast
football meeting December 5, 6
and 7.
Montana's three representatives
saw the continuance of the coast
round-robin schedule and did not
get any games with coast foes be
sides the previously scheduled
Washington encounter at Seattle.
Idaho, the other “orphan” of the
conference, was only one better
than Montana, getting games with
Washington State and Oregon
State for 1939.
The round robin schedule calls
for all of the eight* major confer
ence schools playing one another
during the season.
In addition to arranging inter
sectional football games, officials
awarded Washington the confer
Fourth annual Montana state ence track and field meet to be
semi-pro baseball tournament has staged May 26-27 in Seattle.
been awarded to Missoula with
Nick Mariana, Montana State Uni
versity graduate, appointed com
missioner. Nick Mariana, former ROOM AND BOARD for one boy;
Miles City Junior Legion star and
also board without room. 737
pitcher for the Missoula Student Beckwith Ave. Phone 4930.
Store nine, received the official
permission Monday from Ray Du BOARD and room for students, or
mont, high commissioner at Wich
board for graduate students. 521
ita, Kansas, following his applica Eddy.
tion.
The Montana semi-pro tourney
will be staged July 15 to 23 at the
South Higgins ball park, one of
the best in the state. The park is
enclosed, and has a turfed out
field. The grandstand has been
modernized with dressing rooms,
sleeping quarters and showers in
Quality and
stalled.
Service

One of the Sport Shop shots
opposing the Grizzlies tonight in
the season’s opener is Henry Blas
tic. Hustling Hank was Montana's
hoop captain In the 1935-36 season.
Blastic is playing tonight with an
other former Grizzly, Nase Rhine
hart, one of Montana's greatest
all-roond athletes.

Baseball Final
Is Scheduled
For Missoula

New York.—The amount of elec
tric current to be used by the New
York World’s Fair 1939 during its
operation will be equal to that re
quired by a city of 350,000 popula
tion.

Sports Jackets
that have scooped the campus. Colors: Green
and maroon body; sleeves, contrast color leather.

$595
Mor e f or Y o u r M oney at B a r n e y ’s

T Y P E W R IT E R

The Red Raiders of Texas Tech
were the unanimous choice as the

-

Will help you make
higher grades.
See them at

THE PLACE TO MEET ALL
YOUR FRIENDS
is the

LISTER’S

Pallas Candy Company

Prices as low as $29.75

Candy - Beer - Sandwiches
Ice Cream

CONVENIENT TERMS
No. 12 Hammond Arcade

STRIKE
Q Q =

Spare or Split — it’s still
one of the best sports “on
the market.” Bowl oftener!

Our A.B.C. regulation alleys are the center
of city and Interfratemity leagues. For
healthful recreation, join your friends at

IDLE HOUR ALLEYS
119 East Broadway
All Students Must Show Their Student Activity Cards to Get
Student Rates

EASING THE VISITOR’S PATH
New York.—The 45 miles of
sidewalks and 17 miles of road
ways in the New York World’s
Fair 1939 required the use of 207,000 tons of paving material.

Keep Your Radio Dial Set On

1260
Your Friendly Colombia Station
—KGVO In Missoola

Where Style
Comes First

Give a Case of . . .

CITY
C L EA N ER S
Phone 3838
612 South Higgins

HIGHLANDER BEER
NONE HIGHER

Dotty Dunn

SAYS SANTA CLAUS J R . ^

Hat Shop

"MOM'S A COOKY CHAMPION

130 North Higgins
Across from Penney’s

SINCE WE 60T OUR

takes them to Sioena. Excellent
descriptive passages of scenes in
the Pacific Northwest are the out
standing feature of this work.

M A G IC
CH£F

GIFT
S U G G E S T IO N S
Latest Records and
Sheet Music
3

fo r * |

DICKINSON PIANO
COMPANY

BARNEY’S
Another shipment of those two-tone

Montana Grizzly gridders re
viewed the season, singled out
their outstanding antagonizes and
made their 1938 Montana all-op
position eleven. The final ballot
disclosed that only three com
petitors, Gonzaga, Cheney and
Montana State, failed to place on
the mythical team.
San Francisco, which was voted
“the hardest game,” placed three
players to lead the field. Texas
Tech, Arizona and Idaho placed
two and North Dakota and DePaul
one each. Two guards, Benedetti
of SFU and Walt Musial of Idaho
and halfback Elmer Tarbox of
Texas Tech were the choice of
each Grizzly.
Tom Greenfield of A r i z o n
edged Ray Vanderzanden of Gon
zaga by one vote for the closest
race in the ballot. Fritz Pollard,
North Dakota, came out two votes
ahead of Idaho’s blond Hal Roise.
The all-star team comprised of
the best Montana met this year is
as follows: Ends: Knapp, Idaho,
Telesmanic, San Francisco; tack
les: Murphy, Texas Tech, Roberts,

Classified Ads

And Best Wishes From

Received . . .

DePaul; guards: Musial, Idaho, most colorful team Montana faced.

Benedetti, San Francisco; center: The majority of Grizzlies liked the
Team Picks
Greenfield, Arizona; f u l l b : a c k Arizona game best, by far.
Arizona; halfbacks: Braga,
All-Opponent Neilson,
San Francisco, Pollard, North
Dakota; quarterback: T a r b o x ,
A PORTABLE
Grid Eleven Texas Tech.

The college crowd knows where to get the most for its
money—in comfort, pleasure, service and miles! From
freshman to faculty, bus travel is the favorite way to
go home for Christmas vacation. Travel by Washington
Motor Coach and connecting bus lines is warm, com
fortable, convenient and congenial.

LOWEST FARES ...
Most Frequent Schedules

Our Best Wishes
— for your —

H A PPIN ESS
Make Others Happy, Too, With Your

One Way
...... $4.30
2.40
4.25
S eattle........................ ...... 10.00
...... 6.85
Portland ..................... ...... 10.80

ACE WOODS STUDIO

$7.75
4.35
7.65
18.00
12.35
19.45

INQUIRE FOR LOW BUS FARES TO ANY POINT.

Missoula: Union Bus Depot
118 West Broadway

Christmas Portrait from the

. . . A N D WHAT A S A V I N G

Round Trip

Telephone 3513

THRIFTY GIFT! How you’ll love baking in the Magic Chef High-Speed
oven with its timer and Red Wheel heat regulator. And don’t fail to
see the sensational new Swing-oot broiler, attached to the door that swings
out easily, away from the flame.
Flexible non-dog burners, adjustable from a high heat to a tiny simmer flame.
A Super-Duty burner for extra-fast cooking. Spill-proof, easily cleaned. Lights
automatically, without matches. Fully insulated, saves fuel.
Sturdy construction, by world’s largest stove manufacturer.

A

©

iook for the
maoicchcf
MD wheel

FR E E C O O K Y R EC IP E B O O K -*►
Come in and get your free copy of this special
Christmas recipe book. Tested redoes for
cookies, fruit cake, plum puddings, candies and
other Christmas goodies. No obligation

MISSOULA GAS & COKE CO.
MA G I C

CHEF

©

IS

TOPS

FOR

X MA S

THE
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Grizzly Cubs
Due for Cut
ByDahlberg

MONTANA

Independents Begin
Basketball Practice

Ye Sporte Shoppe

About thirty Mavericks and in.
dependents turned out for practice
for Maverick basketball team
Wedneday night. After warming
up and practice shooting, the men
were organized into scrimmage
teams.
Manager Stub Elliott has an
nounced the next practice for early
winter quarter.

JOE GRIZZLY, Prop.

The Associated Press All-American, the All-Pacific Coast,
With 60 freshmen turning out the All-Big Ten, the All-Southern, the All-Southwest football
for Cub basketball practices at
teams have been selected and the honored gridders have been
present, Coach Jiggs Dahlberg will
cut the squad in half today, leav hogging the papers for a week. By the time a final 1938 edition
of Who’s Who in College Football is issued
ing 30 players to be divided into
two classes for next quarter.
the Irish name of John Dolan, Montana,
Frosh Coaches John Sullivan
should be written among the best. Coand Tom Gedgoud will have
Captain Dolan and Bill Matasovic received Sports Program
squads at 1 and 3 o’clock winter
honorable mention on the Pacific Coast allquarter with 15 in each class. They
For Fraternities
will be under the supervision of
star list, about all that could be expected.
Coach Dahlberg.
Officials and sports writers who did the pick
Includes Skiing
In scrimmage this week against
ing didn’t get a chance to see Dolan in ac
the varsity, the Cubs of the first
tion,
but
we
know
that
he
is
worthy
in
every
section gave the Grizzlies a good
Intramural Debate Will Commence
respect to be on the all-coast first string.
game.
Next Quarter; Forensic Club
(JMN
Forwards for the Cubs are NumFootball scouts, players and traveling grid
To Supervise Contests
merdor, Miles City; Jones, Livings devotees have all acclaimed the work of Dolan and assert that
ton; Thomas, Roundup, and Seahe could play end on any team inTiny league. We know he Interfratemity council, in meet
bad, Glendive, with Young, Butte,
ing at the SAE house Wednesday
and Robinson, Kalispell, playing at could play with any of the coast teams and shine. Dolan played night, decided to introduce ski
center position. Buettner, Livings aggressive ball in each of his three seasons at Montana. Some meets into its winter sports pro
ton; Bryan, Billings; Potter, Mis think he is too short for a pass catcher but he is a glue-fingered gram.
soula, and Charlton, Roundup, snatcher if the leather lemon is anywhere within his reach.
Bill Baucus was appointed to
played guard positions.
He is fast, deadly in nailing quarterbacks on punt returns and present the plan of sponsoring the
No games have been scheduled
meets
to Minor Sports board. He
as yet for the Cubs, .but the frosh is virtually a steel spike on defense.
will also obtain suggestions from
will play various teams in the Mis
Briefly, Dolan is the type of player who makes football the officers of the Forestry Ski club on
soula Independent league and high teeth-rattling sport it is. Coach Pete Cawthon of Texas Tech how to conduct and supervise ski
school teams next quarter.
hailed Montana’s “flying harp” as the best end he saw all sea ing events.
son last year. If anyone were to ask us if Montana should have Interfratemity debate, sponsored
by Tau Kappa Alpha, national
had an all-coast player, our shouting nomination is certainly
forensic honorary, will be insti
this staunch lineman from a seemingly unnoticed school.
tuted next quarter. Tau Kappa Al
pha
will offer a trophy and super
FROM
The best and most colorful baseball carnival this state has
ever seen will take place July 15-23 right here in university- vise contests.
Saturday, February 18, has been
EVERY
ville, when Commissioner Nick Mariana conducts the fourth
tentatively selected as the date for
annual Montana state semi-pro tournament. Mariana, who the annual interfratemity dance.
3 $ ANGLE
pitched Morris McCollum’s Storeboys to the state league pen Jack DeMers was appointed chair
nant in 1937, received the official okay to his application sent man in charge of arrangements,
assisted by Dale Galles.
to headquarters in Wichita, Kansas.
With the state league facing a revival and Missoula Legion
Juniors winning the state title last summer, the Garden city
will go baseball bugs in July. Helmville can have its rodeo,
but Missoula will have its baseball.
It’s still the old round-robin, but Montana gets three coast
conference games in 1940, according to what the moguls drew
up in Palm Springs, California. This is. the most Montana has
had since 1935 when they played three coast foes. Oregon,
Idaho and Washington State will oppose the Grizzlies season The annual anti-tuberculosis
seal sale, sponsored by Tanan-ofafter next.
Spur, will close tonight, according
The present round-robin schedule, where each eight major to announcement made by Joan
coast team plays seven conference teams week after week, is Kennard, Great Falls, president of
silly and suicidal. There is little chance that a team can go the sophomore women’s honorary.
through the season winning all of them. Consider the results Members of the organization in
Know that your clothes are
charge of sales at sorority houses
this season as an example.
spotlessly fresh looking. Be
are Helen Faulkner, Missoula, Al
wise and send them to us.
Five scheduled games in the league, with non-conference, pha Chi Omega; Virginia Lathorn
intersectional frays filling out the schedule, is the way things Billings, Kappa Alpha Theta;
Carlobelle Button, Missoula, Kap
ought to run.
M issoula Laundry

Drive Against
Tuberculosis
Ends Tonight

SPORTINGOSSIP. . .

G IF T
Suggestions
•

YOUR SON —
Skiing Equipment
Bicycles
Tennis and Basketball
Equipment

•

SAE Will Give
Underprivileged
Children Party

DAD —
‘Hunting Equipment
Fishing Tackle
Golfing Supplies

•

Encouraging note to the ex-Grizzly hoopsters for tonight;
The frosh poured 11 points through the rim before the varsity
could score in Tuesday’s scrimmage.. . . Both Popovich and
Szakash have wound up successful pro football seasons. . . .
Popo is home and Socko is coming.. . . Two former Montana
scholastic tracksters are making good in a big way and they
are Greg Rice, Missoula, who is Notre Dame’s cinder captain,
•and John Munski, Missouri’s leader___We’re going nuts try
ing to guess Montana’s 1939 football captain___ What do you
want for Christmas? We’re getting a daily paper and then
watch our smoke!

OR DAUGHTER —
Skiing Equipment
Cameras
Skates
Sport Clothing
Tennis Equipment

PLAYM OR
[SKI 6- GIFT
SH O P
531 SOUTH HIGGINS
Phone 6363

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
will give a Christmas party for 20
underprivileged Missoula children
at the chapter house, 1120 Gerald
avenue, from 4:30 to 7:30 o’clock
tomorrow night.
The youngsters, all boys, ranging
from six to ten years old, will be
entertained by active members of
the fraternity. A turkey dinner
will be served.
Phil Peterson, Kalispell, presi
dent of the house, in the role'&f
Santa Claus will distribute candy
and gifts among the children.
Dick Stallman, Missoula, and
Herb Watts, Helena, are in charge
of arrangements.

pa Kappa Gamma; Jeannette Merk,
Kalispell, Kappa Delta; Kathryn
Russell, Bozeman, Alpha Delta Pi
Agnes Weinschrott, Plevna, Delta
Delta Delta; Marion Young, Hel
ena, Alpha Phi; Helen Holloway,
Butte, Delta Gamma; Dorothy Dy-

KAIMIN

Aquatic Meet
Easily Taken
By Freshmen
Freshman women won the WAA
Inter-Class swimming meet Tues
day with a score of 35 points. The
senior class placed second with 19
points.
No team was entered by the
junior class. The 15 points made
by the sophomores were won by
Ruth Harrison, Deer Lodge.
Those who won first places in
the eight events were Frances
Bovee, senior, 40 yard back stroke;
Ruth Harrison, sophomore, 40 yard
free style, diving and 20 yard free
style; Dorothy Ann Murphey, Mis
soula, freshman, 100 yard free
style plunge; Gertrude Rooney,
Anaconda, senior, 20 yard breast
stroke; and Clarice Gurney, Mis
soula, freshman, 20 yard back
stroke.
THETA SIGS MEET
Members of Theta Sigma Phi
met at luncheon last Saturday.
Letters from the national officers of
the journalism honorary were the
topic of the business meeting. Next
meeting is the first Tuesday of next
quarter.
er, Brady, Sigma Kappa, and Mary
Rose Cbappellu, Belfry, and Ruth
Harrison, Deer Lodge, North hall.
Sale of seals will be made all day
today at a desk in Main hall by
Dorothy Benzel, Missoula; Effiellen
Jeffries, Missoula; Agnes Robinson,
Stevensville; Donna Faye Spurling,
Missoula; Shirley Timm, Missoula;
Elizabeth Wood, Bridger, and Ha
zel Vial, Honolulu.
Those in charge of sales at fra
ternity houses are Ed Chouinard,
Butte, Alpha Tau Omega; Will
Baucus, Great Falls, Phi Delta
Theta; Albert Salansky, Sand Cou
lee, Phi Sigma Kappa; Phil Peter
son, Kalispell, Sigma Alpha Ep
silon; A1 Andersen, Helena, Sigma
Chi; Tom Gedgoud, Missoula, Sig
ma Nu; Frances Chabre, Browning,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Lloyd
Stubkjaer, Big Timber, Theta Chi.

The GRILL CAFE
The Place to Go After the Show

University students averaged 1.3
call per student at the health serv
ice this quarter. The 2,017 students
made 2,654 office calls to average
44 calls each day the office was
open.
One hundred thirty-four stu
dents were admitted to hospitals
during the quarter and spent a to
tal of 566 days there.
Mantoux tests were given to 635

EDGMOND’S
BEAUTY PARLOR
125 Brooks

With Eddy's Ragtime Band
In the steam-heated and air-conditioned

LOYOLA AUDITORIUM
Admission 25c

M B S i i r a » H
May Your
HOLIDAY VACATION

Holiday Headquarters

Be a Pleasant One

— for—

Dr. L. R. Barnett
Dr. D. R. Barnett ■
Optometrists

P ies— Cakes—Pastries

BARKERBAKERY,Inc.|

DURHAM, N. C.

Christmas

Hamburgers

Lunches

G ift Wrapping Service

The QUICK LUNCH
229 W. Main

for YOU
%

The recipient will know at a glance that it is a
distinctive g ift. . . one of quality. . . if it comes

WISHES

To All the Friends of
Your Friendly

G IF T W R A P P E D

SMITH DRUG STORES

From The Mercantile
Let our Gift-Wrapping Stylist help you! Not
every person can do a good wrapping job . . .
or perhaps you are just too busy to wrap all
your gifts.
You may have your gifts wrapped for a very
small service charge, and it will save you no end
of trouble and worry . . . you merely select the
style of wrappings and the price you wish to pay
and our Wrapping Stylist will wrap it while you
wait — it costs very little.

G IF T W R A P P I N G D E P A R T M E N T
On the Balcony-China & Glassware Sect.

Give HER one of LaCombe’s luxurious
Fur Coats for Christmas. There’s no gift
that will please her as well. In coats,
chubbies and capes, made up in the latest
styles and out of the finest pelts.

LaCombe F u r Shop
Second Floor Higgins Building
Comer Higgins and Main

Phone

The M E R C A N T IL E »»
« « MISSOULA’S OLDEST, LARGBST AN D BEST STOKE

*7.75
Newest Bluebell Frocks
received each week.

McCracken’s
Higgins Avenue

Dial 4335

DANCE - Saturday Night

Four term s of eleven weeks are Riven
each year. These may be taken con*
secutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three term s may
be taken each year (graduation in .lour
y e a n ) . The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and three y e an
of college work, including th e subjects
specified for Class A medical schools.
Catalogues and application form s may
be obtained from the Admission Com
mittee.

New York.—Painting the build
ings of the New York World’s Fair
1939, which is being carried out in
a plan following the tints of the
rainbow, will require a total of 200
tons of pigment.

If you want food that is fit for a king—food pre
pared by chefs who know how you like it, try

Fraternity hoop teams have
started practices in preparation for
the opening of the intramural bas
ketball schedule the beginning of
winter quarter. The gym is open
nights this week and Saturday
morning with Harry Adams, minor
sports director, scheduling prac
tices.
Intramural bowling will also
start the beginning of next quar
ter, with the free-throw contest to
begin in the middle of February.
Last year’s intramural basketball
contest was won by the Phi Sigma
Kappa team, with Sigma Alpha
Epsilon winning the bowling
crown.
Other intramural sports to take
place during winter quarter are
all-school swimming, boxing and
wrestling, and probably fencing
meets. Eliminations in the boxing
and wrestling meets will be the
first part of February, with the
finals at the annual M club tourna
ment.
Fall intramural sports ended
with the Phi Delta Theta team
winning the football crown and the
Maverick nautical team taking the
swimming title with no losses in
six starts.

freshmen, with 518 students show
Health Office ing
negative tests and 117 positive.
Visited Often

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

TONS OF PAINT

A Word to the Wise:

Fraternity Quints
Start Practicing
For Winter Tilts

D uke university

Packed for Picnics and Parties

Open ’til 2 a. m.
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Intercollegiate Foresters Will Reorganize
Organization
to Be Revived
O
At Meeting Here February 2 4
Kieht Western School* Accept Convention Invitations;
D*
„
i r • • ' v
c> •
Montana Host to Association s New Mart
After Fifteen-Year Lapse
■.I

■■■

'

-

‘James Haviland
Picked Recorder
of Local Knight*
®**r Paws choose sophomore;
Only Second-Year Member

Chapter Post
-----------

Bear Paws elected James Havi-

Bud Hustad
Tops Actors
For Autumn
Wins 21 Masquer Points
In Quarter’s Plays;
Hanson Second

Quarterly Has
Three Writers
From Montana
Frontler and Midland to Feature
Articles by Professionals
o n w p a Project
T h r e e Montana writers have

work to the Federal Writers’ Proj
The Western Intercollegiate Association of Foresters w ill land, Deer Lodge, worthy recorder
ect number of Frontier and Midbe revived after a 15-year lapse at a meeting in Missoula Feb- of the local Intercollegiate Knights Bud Hustad led the list of Mas- jland, which will be off the presses
quer point-winners for autumn | Saturday, Editor H. G. Merriam
ruary 24. The three-day conclave, sponsored by the School
quarter with a total of 21 points. Iannounced yesterday.
of Forestry of Montana Sute university, will be attended by ihe organization,
Harold Hanson was second with
The christmas motif is used in
delegates from major schools of the West.
Duties of the worthy recorder
Invitations, sent to IS schools,^
are to submit reports to the nahave beeh enthusiastically re- Other acceptances are tentative, I flbda£ organization and to furnish
ceived. Eight schools have given depending on (Inal action to he material for the national publlcai after January 1.
definite assurance that they will Its
tion of Intercollegiate Knights, the
have delegations at the sessions. | Schools invited to attend the Round Table magazine.
conference include Colorado State
Haviland will work with three
college, Utah State college, Uni
junior holdover officers, Bob Pantversity of California, Oregon State
zer, Livingston, Chief Grizzly; Jack
college, University of Washington,
U N IV E R S IT Y
Connor, Helena, Right Paw, and
Washington State college, Univer
Burke Thompson, Great Falls, Left
sity of Idaho, Idaho Southern
GRO CERY
Paw.
Branch, North Dakota School of
Junior officers have received
• RED & WH I TE • Forestry at Bottineau, University their new gray Intercollegiate
of Wyoming, Michigan State col
Knights sweaters. The national
Groceries, Fresh Fruits and lege, University of British Colum
offices require that the older offi
Vegetables - Confectionery bia at Vancouver, Iowa State col
cers wear different sweaters than
lege, University of Michigan, the. ,
,
,
and School Supplies
section at Duluth and the section ^ e sophomore members. However,
0PP08ITE
at St. Paul of the University of
“ me emblems are used'
,
NEW Till DELT HOUSE
Spurs and Bear Paws are work
Minnesota and Montana State uni
ing on plans for their winter quar
versity.
ter novelty dance. The date will be
announced later.
Bob Pantzer, Chief Grizzly, extt
j |
•
.pressed hopes that students will
US6Q M a g a z in e s refrain from walking across lawns.
_________ °
I “I feel that it is merely neglect on
Friday-Saturday Night
“Cheerful and entertaining mag the part of those who do this,” he
And all Next Week
azines that have been used in the said. “It is Just as easy to walk
around on the sidewalk. Can you
J A K E B E C K E R contemporary magazines class this imagine the lawns next spring
quarter will be given to Missoula
And His
hospitals for use by patients,” said after 2,000 students have walked
HARLEM ROCKETS
Dr. Lucia B. Mirrielees, professor on them for six months?”
All Colored Band and Floor in the Department of English, yes
Show. Come out and join
terday.
to the fun!
Each quarter the students con
tribute to a fund which is used to
buy magazines for class study. Up
until now, the magazines have
| Seniors will not wear caps and
been turned over to the library for
gowns in their Sentinel pictures,
student use.
according to the vote of such class
members as attended a class mcctStudents Should Leave
inB Tuesday Eftcmoon in ihe Stu
rt
7,
i i
/,
7 dciit Union theater.
Handbooks for Grades j Charles Mueller, Sentinel editor,
I conducted the meeting, explaining
Students who desire to secure to seniors what he considered
their grades when they return win would be the advantages of having
ter quarter should leave their them appear in academic garb.
handbooks at the registrar’s office
Members participated freely in
discussion and questions from the
Newest styles just fresh
Students
who
do
not
plan
to
refloor
before Mueller called for a
from the state conven
turn winter quarter and desire to | standing vote on the question.
tion.
have their grades sent to them,
Approximately thirty s e n i o r s
should leave a large, self-addressed stood {or caps and gowns. At the
envelope with six cents postage on L all oI those opposed a majority
it, with their handbooks.
| o£ nearly twice the t a r i n g vote

Class Will Give

Casa Loma

Thumbs Down
On Cap, Gown

LATEST IN
HAIR STYLING

Marguerite’s
Beauty Salon

Intermountain
Lines

SERENADE PLANNED
Music majors will tour the campus, town and hospitals in trucks
on Monday night, serenading with
Christmas carols, Dean DeLoss
Smith announced yesterday.

rose. Senior President Bill Lazetich and Mueller expressed themselves as convinced that more than
half of those present opposed the
plan without counting the vote.
• ■ •■
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

—for—

Your Trip
Home
Let Us Take Care of Your
Travel Details

Frequent Thru Schedules
East - North - South

H km j (EhriatmaH

-anil?|appg N pmi f par

PENNEY’S

From U Main Hall to
Intermountain Depot
11:45 A. M.-3:00 P.M.
Wednesday - Thursday

Get Tickets and
Reservations Now

Intermountain
Lines
US West Mato

CHURCH

Instructors Head
New Publications
In English Work

because of the sincere ap
preciation of your friend
ship and valued patronage
during the past year do we
send you our sincere wishes
for a

Merry Christmas

Nor111fanil Skis

— and a—

Happy, Prosperous
New Year
--------------V > r,r ( V ---------

C $3

A lien s
leau ty (Clinic

We all like to see you at

Barthel Hardware
Vi Block West of Post Office

114 E. MAIN

SKATES, GIFTS, SOUVENIRS
AND TOYS

Phones 3185 - 3186

DIAMONDS
We never sacrifice quality for price.

K ittendorffs
HAMMOND ARCADE

Say Merry Christmas
With Home-Grown Flowers
The PERFECT Gift
From-the

Garden City Floral Co.
PHONE 3345

OPEN EVENINGS

PRETTY U N D IES
Solve All Feminine
G ift Problems
DAINTY NEW

Cooking Class
Gives Dinners
At Dormitories
Home Economics seniors taking
institutional cooking had complete
charge of preparing meals for the
dormitories Wednesday, as a final
examination. Members of the
teaching staff were dinner guests

Not merely because of a
time honored custom, but

Dancettes $250
A big selection of beautiful sa
tins, all delicately trimmed with
lace embroidery.

*7f/t£ '- fin M t

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
U t th e td o i& tf t-

GAY NIGHT

Gowns . . *l95
Gowns she’ll love! Satin and
crepe, plain colors.

Bed Jackets *3 .5 0

Play Santa to the House

Why not! Vote to buy a new chair, lamp,
what-not or not-what for the house this
year. What fraternity or sorority hasn’t
earned a touch of Christmas cheer? All
in favor signify by the usual sign. Carried.

Par Fare* and Schedules

PHONE 3484

journalism fraternity. Lea Colby
Annual Press club banquet, fea and Ed Reynolds were repledged.
turing a talk by Law Risken,
Helena Independent editor, at
tracted almost one hundred journ
Barthel Hardware
alists, faculty members, alumni
The Complete Ski Store
and guests Tuesday night at the
SAVES YOU MONEY
Orchard Homes club house.
ON EVERYTHING
Celebrating the first anniversary
of occupation of the new journa
In m s t o n
lism building, the dinner was high
lighted by distribution of the In
cinerator, annual tabloid razzing
students and faculty, pointed com
ment over a public address system
and reading congratulatory tele
grams from alumni.
Newspapers were used for table
cloths and copies of the Inciner
ator served as place cards. Ban
quet song was a parody of “The
Martins and the Coys.” Dancing

17. Other high point-winners
Christmas,” a story by John
were Boyd Cochreil, 13; Marvin stahlberg of Missoula. The scene
Myriok, 12; Tom Strong, Peg L a northwestern community of
Hayes, Vernon Huck, Donald Bra-1 Scandinavian pioneers. ..Water
deen and Jean Burnett, 11.
[ Hole,” by Eric Thane, is a MonMasquers Royale who worked | tena story' that shows the conflict
on productions this quarter were between the old and the new, Erlc
Don Hopkins, Mike Skones, Bob Thane ls the pen name of a MonWarren, Bill Bartley, Tom Hood, tana wrjter_
Tom Campbell and Lela Wood,, , , . __
1 Other fiction stones include “My
gerd. Two candidates for admis
Father Has Brown Eyes," by
sion to the honorary, Edna Held-1
Charles Hayes of Chicago, and “A
ing and Jack Wright, aided pro-1
Difference Between Friends,” by
duction work.
Leon Dorais of Los Angeles.
The University and the
Ten points: Clarence Himing,
Eleanor Plummer of Missoula
Kay Kittendorff, Koyne Osborne,
„
. ,, .
T
„ i , contributes two poems
Effiellen Jeffries, Joyce Hovland |
and Agnes S. R. Flint. Nine points:
Congregational. Open house at
Ellen Mountain. Eight points:
7:30 o’clock Saturday night will
Muriel Nelson and Madelyn Heistfeature a Christmas party. At 5:30
o'clock Sunday night the Pilgrim
Seven points: Mary Jane Hotclub will have a fireside at which
vedt, Joyce Daggett, Bob Kitt, Don
Yesterday the campus basked Christmas carols will be sung.
Sharp, Rosemary Speed, Bill BeBaptist. Members of the Roger
quette, Virgil McNabb, D a y l to the warm sunshine and a few
remarks
concerning the state of Williams club will have charge of
Graves and Elaine Baskett. Six
the services in the Baptist church
points: Everton Conger and Vir weather were baked out of the
male element caught absorbing Sunday night.
ginia Lou Horton.
Methodist. At 4:30 o’clock Sun
ultra-violet
rays
on
the
Student
Seventeen Win Five .
day, Wesley Foundation will con
Five points: Tom Willis, Garvin Union steps.
Stan Halvorson, late of Cal duct vesper services at the church,
Shallenberger, Dorothy Ann Murfollowed by a fireside.
phey, Barbara Streit, Mary Alice ifornia’s sunny clime, declared,
“This
warm weather is right up
Dickson, Mary Helen Dratz, Bob
Sykes, Helen Formos, Bill Mar my alley. Who knows, I might
quis, Harold Schecter, Kay Still blossom out in my Palm Beach
ings, Rose Marie Bourdeau, Char suit Christmas day.” (Halvorson
lotte Flinn, Dorothy Love, Kathryn will spend the holidays to Scobey
Kelly, Jane Clow and Dorothy where the average temperature
during the winter is to the goose
Aserlind.
Four points: Vivian Halvorson, egg region.)
Three new literary publications,
While shedding his top coat
Marjorie Arnold, Maribeth Kitt,
“Inklings” edited by John D.
Verna Young, Jean Ruenauver, Bill Brannon, Madison, Wisconsin, Scheffer, “Pieces of Eight” edited
Jean Holzknecht, Margaret Minty, gave a plug for Western Montana by Mrs. Mary B. Clapp, and “WhltVirginia Rimel, Margaret Clark, weather when he announced> "If tlings” edited by Dr. Lucia B.
Dorothy Benzel, Beryl Hester, Ithis hot weather continues, I won’t
Mirrielees, have appeared to the
Edine Peterson, Carlobelle Button return 40
old 8tomPin« grounds
Iin the land of cheese and beer. Department of English this quar
and Angela McCormick.
ter.
Three points: George Erickson, Pass me a fan ”
Following the style of “Brain
John Larson, alone, maintained
Laurece Larson, Jack Powell,
Storms” edited by H. W. Whicker
Eileen Hamilton, Sibel T a y l o r , a pessimistic mood. “I can’t be and started a year ago, the best
Corinne Seguin, Don Bradley, lieve this weather is going to last,” work by students in each instruc
Frances Cook, Vivian Olson, Bob he said. “I'm going to sojourn in tor’s class in English composition
Fromm, Susan Pigot, Vemiece Florida this winter. Tampa, here 11a is mimeographed and passed
Fifield, Barbara Boorman, Betty I come!”
To prove that Missoula is to out to the students.
Parker and Sam Melnick
“I believe that the magazines are
Two points: Jean Stripp, Jane the famous ‘,banana b e lt” lim m 7 of advantage to both students and
Fosgate, Patsy Mason, Ralph Rust, Caras demonstrated his hacienda
instructors in that each has a
Ruth McKee, Fred Honeychurch, in the 0rchard Homes district. An
chance to see the work of the
Jean Krebsbach, Gladys Badgley, I oran*e and a lemon * * were in others, and by comparison, im
Sarah Jane Barclay, Faith Embrey, M I bloom <in a greenhouse),
prove his own,” said Dr. Mirrielees
Mary Alice Crutcher, Janet Dion,
The weather man 88 1181181 was
recently.
Charles Andrews, Marcus Bourke, “right” with the Prediction, “Part“Brain Storms" is published six
Frances Clapp, Bud Stokes, Shir- F cloudy. Thursday and Friday,
or eight times a quarter. The
ley Ann Kincaid and John Conant Little change in temperature.”
others, so far, have appeared once.
Twenty-seven Get One
One point: Jean Newquist, Eve- Harold Small, Marian Young, Lulyn McKee, Dorothy Hogan, Jessie cille Roth.
CALL
McLeLod, Yvonne Kalberg, Helen I Emma Lou Mason, Mae Olson,
Jean Buzzetti, LeRoy Bone, Oliver Elwood Nelson, Agnes Wein- Anderson’s Transfer
Roholt, Carl Tumquist, Jim Beem, j schrott, Pauline Wild, Gene Olson,
Company
Bob Morris, Hugh Smythe, Don K a t h l e e n Rafferty, Antoinette
C l a p p e r , Joyce Crutchfield, Harris, Marian Haydon and Trow For TRUNK HAULING
PHONE 5462
____________________________ Shannon.

thehalls-

EXTRA
BUSES

concluded the program.

One Hundred Phil Payne, president of Sigma
Delta Chi, announced pledging of
Barlach, Edward Chouinard,
Attend Annual Don
Jack Hoon, Ralph Jackson, Bill
Curtis Sttouon and Bob
P ress Dinner Nash,
Warren to the men's professional

Occasional chairs from $22.50 to $57.50.
Coffee tables, now as low as $10.00. Smok
ing stands, $1.75, $3.00 and $6.00. Or how
about a bridge table at $2.98? And what
Santa Claus couldn't get down the chapter
ehimnev with a few ash trays?

For Him

Satin with lace trime and they
match the gowns perfectly.

ROBES
and HOUSECOATS
TIE SETS

COMPACTS

Initialed tie bolder and a
watch chain.

Enameled case. Beantifni
chrome trim.

Hundreds of other fine gifts, all moderately priced,
that will please anyone on your gift list. Do your Christ
mas shopping at the

$4’5lo$l650
In satins, suedes, chenille and
flannel. A large assortment to
choose from and all made in very
clever styles.

B & H JEWELRY
The College Jewelry Shop
226 NORTH HIGGINS

